Observations of sky emission and absorption in the far infrared (mean wavelength 120 /•) and, simultaneously, sky emission at wavelength 6 • have been made by P. Kuhn (ESSA): from the NASA CV-990 aircraft flying at 12-km altitude over the middle Pacific at latitudes 10ø-15øN. A lack of correlation between the near-and far-infrared data, especially during times of visible cirrus cloud cover above the aircraft, indicates a wavelength-dependent atmospheric phenomenon, which is interpreted as scattering. The contributions of scattering by molecules, aerosols, water drops, and ice crystals in the upper atmosphere are estimated, and it is shown that the latter water drops and ice crystals may account for the observed phenomenon. The possible influence of scattering on past high-altitude solar observations is briefly discussed.
We seek explanation of the two principal resuits described in the previous sections: (1) the far-infrared (120 p) data •how relatively little influence due to the presence of visible cirrus clouds, whereas the data taken simultaneously at wavelength 6.3 /z are strongly dependent on such clouds; and (2) the fluctuations observed in the far-infrared solar observar• and r8 are the lower and upper limits, respectively, on the particle radii. In the following, the limits •f integration over the solid angle eo are e and 4•r, where e --• 0 (i.e., the solid angle subtended by the detection system is small).
Gas molecules, aerosols, water droplets, and ice crystals must be considered as (possible) scat- Ice crystal scattering. The remaining major constituent of the upper atmosphere is crystalline ice. Most evidence points toward crystals of columnar or prismatic form, with typical sizes 100-300 p long and 40 p wide [Sartor, 1958; Khrgian, 1963] . Again, the scattering effect of these structures will be interpreted in terms of the theory of Mie for spherical scatterers; the results of this theory should give satisfactory representations of the intensity functions of the crystal structures, provided that they are in nearly random orientation. Since observed cirrus cloud polarizations are small [Hall, 1968] , the assumption of random orientation appears reasonable. Further, the cloud particles will be assumed to be homogeneously distributed, with no particles cm -• of the same size, and to be I km thick. Khrgian 
